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One vegetarian Burger per minute
On 15.06.2019, Vegeta was represented with a mobile sales stand as part
of the catering concept on the day of the Federal Armed Forces at the
Helmut Schmidt University in Hamburg. In front of about 7,000 visitors,
we presented three delicious burger variations from the Vegeta world of
delights all around our products " Tomato Mozzarella Burger", "WalnutCheddar Burger" and "Crunchy Veggie Burger".
The delicious Burger creations were very well received by the visitors. So
several hundred burgers went over the counter during the day. All guests
were enthusiastic and some of them returned to get another burger for a
second helping.

Filled potato Schnitzel!
Discover the versatility of Potato Schnitzel for a delicious and varied
vegetarian diet. With tasty ﬁllings, the terriﬁc tubers become a delicious
experience on the plate. The trendy version with sweet potato sets a
special highlight on your menu.
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Veggie-doughlights – culinary highlights for
your guests
Vegeta's new, vegetarian-ﬁlled dough pockets are a real highlight for
guests in the out-of-home market and oﬀer a unique enrichment in menu
planning for all areas of the foodservice.

Ofen hits - innovative vegetarian bakes
This is typical for Vegeta: A new generation of vegetarian bakes.
Attractive recipes from high-quality ingredients with a hand-crafted
appearance. Perfect enjoyment for your guests and valuable convenience
for the professional kitchen. Real ofen hits!
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30 years of vegetarian delight
Starting with the recipe for our Crunchy Cauliﬂower-Cheese Medallion and
many other Vegeta product ideas, Vegeta already has set new impulses in
the trend towards a conscious, vegetarian diet already 30 years ago. Be
inspired by Helmut's recipe ideas and create your own recipe for a
product idea from Vegeta’s world of vegetables. With a little luck you can
soon enjoy a great KitchenAid® Green!

Vegan Bratwurst specialties with vegetables
Looks like sausage, tastes like a delicious vegetable delight.
Whether for a delicious grilled platter, a juicy hot dog or for other dining
ideas in the public catering and gastronomy: The new, vegan Bratwurst
and Bratwurst spirals with a vegetable proportion of 34% can be used for
versatile use and to enrich your menu with delicious ideas.

The ideal bakery snack – warm & cold to your
delight
Extra crunchy: You can hear, see and taste it! Especially easy and quick to
prepare, the new Vegeta Crunchy Veggie Burger is a real asset to your
oﬀer:
Juicy and vegetable-yummy on the inside, crunchy to bite on the outside
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and incomparably delicious.
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